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The data that underlieAnneli Sarhimaa'sexcellent study were gatheredbetween
1989 and 1992, underrestrictivefield circumstances.Visits to Karelia required
what the authorterms "intricateco-operationwith academic and public authorities in Russia" (p. 76), and the durationof any stay was limited to a few weeks.
From her home base in Finland, she made short visits to three CentralKarelian
villages in the summersof 1989 and 1991, workingwith additionalCentralKarelian speakers resident in the capital city of Karelia in the winters of 1990 and
1991; in 1992, a two-week tripallowed herto work in nine Tver Karelianvillages
in centralRussia. Thatthese compressedvisits produced30-some hoursof taped
interviews and 31 sets of translation-taskdata(15 CentralKarelian,16 Tver Karelian) does credit to her careful advance planning;the franknesswith which she
points to limitations in the resulting data does equal credit to her scholarly
scrupulousness.
The great interest of Karelianfor the study of syntactic transfer and mixed
codes lies in the millennium-longcontact between this East Finnic language and
the North West Russian dialects of the same region. Conditions for mutual linguistic influence were enhancednot only by the contact's long durationbut also
by the fact thatit was between a nonstandardizedFinnic language and a dialectal
form of Russian - i.e., between two genetically unrelatedspeech forms largely
unconstrainedby the norming of written communicationand formal transmission. Sarhimaapoints out that most studies of code-switching, code alternation,
and their effects have involved at least one standardlanguage (and often two),
whereaslong-continuinglanguagecontactoccurs most often in peripheralborder
regions, between nonstandarddialects;constraintsimposedby awarenessof standardlanguagenormstend to be weakest in such regions, yet discussion of contact
phenomenais often couched in terms of standard-languagefeatures. For example, constructionsincorporatingloanwords,commonplacein suchborderlandcontact, are too easily taken as indicationsof syntacticinterference.(She instances a
"Russified"ExperiencerState Constructionreportedfor one variety of Karelian
because of the presence of a Russian-originpredicatenominal; yet the structure
in questionhas an exact structuralcounterpartin Finnish,closely relatedto Karelian and very little influenced by Russian.)
Sarhimaaherself seems to have made no priorassumptionsaboutdirectionor
degree of influence and to have relied on careful data analysis. Since she was
interested in the effects of spontaneous language alternation,she deliberately
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spoke in both Russian and Karelianat initial meetings with potential interviewees, making them aware thatuse of either language was possible. She conducted
the first half of a subsequenthour-longinterviewin Karelian,and the second half
in Russian. She herself was entirelyconsistent aboutlanguage choice in each half
of the interview,but she did not attemptto impose her choice on her interlocutors;
allowing them free choice of language seemed most likely to producespeech data
resembling their ordinaryspeech behavior,since all Karelianspeakerstoday are
bilingual in Russian, and bilingual Karelian conversation partnersare thus the
norm.
Sarhimaa'sbook looks at one particularconstruction that turned up in the
Central Karelian interviews gathered in 1989: a necessitative construction not
native to Finnic languages but modeled on Russian, the Duty and Obligation
Construction (DOC). Just 16 instances of the DOC appeared among 505 instances of necessitative constructionsused by the CentralKarelianinterviewees,
but in such highly inflected languages as Karelianand Russian, the construction
was nearly ideal for an examinationof linguistic processes in language contact.
Its semantic and structuralenvironments could be compared with those of the
many Finnic necessitative constructions in the interviews; the degree to which
the Russian loanword appearing as predicate was adapted phonologically and
morphologically to Kareliancould be evaluated; and the extent to which other
Russian elements accompanieduse of the loanwordin question and the degree to
which the Russian predicatedid or did not affect case markingon other elements
of the sentence (the Targetandthe Experiencer,in particular)could be examined.
All this was done with an eye to sheddinglight on certainmajorissues in languagecontact study:distinguishingcode-switches from borrowings,distinguishingone
code from another,illuminating syntactic transferin bilingual language alternation, and evaluating the role of constant language alternationin the evolution of
mixed languages.
The translationtests administeredin subsequentresearchtrips were modeled
after the structuresthat producedthe DOC instances in the CentralKarelianinterviews. Sarhimaacontinuedto interview speakersas well, so as to have a more
general speech profile for as many translation-testsources as possible. She routinely recorded age, sex, educational history, degree of geographical mobility,
and so forth, in orderto build up a general sociolinguistic profile of each speaker.
There proved to be no clearcut sociolinguistic or geographicalfeatures that correlatedwith use of the Russian-modeledDOC construction.Much more crucially
for Sarhimaa'spurposes, it proved to be impossible to state with certaintywhich
elements in DOC-containingclauses or sentences were Russian, and which were
Karelian.The Karelianand Russian phonological systems have in many respects
convergedover the centuriesof contact, so thatcode assignmentsare imperfectly
determinableon the basis of segmentalphonology.First-syllablestresshas spread
from Karelian into North West Russian, while some long-established Russian
loanwordswith non-initialstress are indigenized in Karelian,so that stress placeLanguage in Society 30:2 (2001)
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ment is also not an adequateguide to code assignment.Discourse particles, conjunctions, and adverbs are now frequently shared by Karelianand North West
Russian. The morphology and syntax of these two languages, long in contact,
frequentlymatch each other closely enough that morphologicalor syntactic integration of Russian materialinto Karelianis not assessable. Rather,Karelianorigin and Russian-originlexical and grammaticalitems have amalgamatedto
such an extent that the resulting syntactic constructions can be impossible to
derive from one source or the other. Here are just two examples of the sort of
subtle cases Sarhimaaencountered.First, there was an instance of the DOC in
which a clearcutRussian system morphemeappearedon the loanwordpredicate
(a pluralsuffix), yet the syntaxof the clause was just as clearly Karelian,since the
Experiencer was dropped, which would not be permissible in Russian. In the
second example, there were instances of blending of the morphophonological
rules of the two languages, with first-syllable stress indicatingthat speakershad
assimilated the loanwordpredicateto Karelian,while the vowel of the final syllable was simultaneouslylengthenedin recognitionof the final-syllable stress of
the Russian original.
Sarhimaafinds the usual treatmentof code-switching as an alternationbetween two distinct codes excessively simplistic, and in fact inapplicable to the
Karelian-Russian context. The complexities of Karelian-Russiancontact phenomena require her to recognize "multilayeredcode-switching" (Meeuwis &
Blommaert 1998) with finely gradeddistinctionsbetween codes. Ultimately she
recognizes the following codes, with three to five of them typically used by any
single individual:TraditionalKarelian;Neo-Karelian (showing extra-sentential
switches into Russian); Russian-Karelian(involving constantunconstrainedalternationbetween Karelianand Russian grammaticaldevices, in effect a "mixed
code"); Karussian (with amalgamation of Karelian and Russian grammars);
Finnish-Karelian (a Karelianleveled somewhat toward Finnish); and Russian.
She notes that most Karelianshave full command of more than one variety of
Russian, for that matter,so that in a study focusing on Russian ratherthan Karelian, it would be necessary to recognize distinct codes of Russian as well.
Sarhimaaencountersdifficulties in applying both Peter Auer's (1998) pragmatic codeswitching continuummodel and CarolMyers-Scotton's(1993) matrix
languageframemodel in the Karelian-Russiansetting. She suggests that,in dealing with a speech communitywithout any monolinguals,it may not be appropriate to "see every switch as something that has to be accounted for in terms of
alternationbetween two distinctlanguages"(245). She rejects attritionand semilingualism (confusing semi-speakerwith semi-lingual, unfortunately,on p. 199)
as explanationsfor her complex data, and she considers that having several parallel codes in the linguistic repertoireis more likely to representlinguistic richness thanpoverty,especially since the "MixedKarelian"code, Russian-Karelian,
is just one of severalcodes drawnon by its users.As for the prevalenceof variable
forms, they are to be expected in "truly bilingual mixed codes like Russian310
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Karelian"because each speakerhas more options to choose from (231). Late in
her study,Sarhimaareflects on the numerousgray areasencounteredin her analyses of bilingual Kareliancodes and suggests importantlythat, given the length
and intensity of the contact, the sorts of language blending processes to be observed in present-dayKarelianwere probablycharacteristicof Karelianand the
North West Russian dialects in the past, too. That is, local language states cannot
confidently be assumed to have been fewer or simpler a centuryor two ago than
they are today.
By noting provisional analyses and then detailing the further data analyses
that persuadedher to move on to subsequent positions, Sarhimaa'sexposition
allows readersthe stimulationof accompanyingher throughincreasingly sophisticated stages of interpretation.She shows meticulous respect for her data, and in
this as in many other respects, her work deserves to be emulated.
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Poplack and othercontributorsto this importantvolume areto be commendedfor
an exceptionally well craftedbook, with a succession of groundbreakingstudies
of African American English (AAE). Although this work will undoubtedly add
fuel to the flames of historicallinguistic controversythatcontinueto swirl around
AfricanAmericans,Poplackandher colleagues go far to advancehypotheses and
analyses that argue in favor of the English origins of African American Vernacular English (AAVE).
The English history of African American English (EHAAE) consists of five
sections, including an informativeintroductionby Poplack, and seven additional
chapters that evaluate "Morphophonologicalvariables,"(Part 1), "Morphosyntactic variables," (Part 2), "Syntactic variables," (Part 3), and "Sociohistorical
context"(Part4). The text will be of greatbenefit to any scholarwho is interested
in the history and structureof AAE, and the standardof researchfor this entire
volume is consistently high.
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